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NOTE ON THE HURWITZ-NIELSEN REALISATION

PROBLEM1

c. maclachlan

Abstract. This problem, which is equivalent to the problem of showing that

every finite subgroup of the Teichmüller modular group of a compact

surface of genus g has a fixed point in the corresponding Teichmüller space,

is solved for g = 2. The generalised problem for «-punctured surfaces of

genus g > 1 and 1 < n < 4 is also solved.

1. The Hurwitz-Nielsen realisation problem for compact surfaces X of

genus g > 2 may be stated as follows: Given a finite subgroup G of the group

of homotopy classes of self-homeomorphisms of Xg, can X be endowed with

a complex analytic structure a so that G is realised as a group of conformai

self-maps of the compact Riemann surface (X , a).

It is well known that this problem is equivalent to the Teichmüller fixed

point problem i.e. every finite subgroup of the Teichmüller modular group of

Xg, Mod Xg, has a fixed point in the Teichmüller space of X , T(X). This

problem can be posed more generally for the Teichmüller modular group and

the Teichmüller space of a finitely-generated Fuchsian group of the first kind

and in this generality has been solved in the cases where the finite subgroup is

soluble. (See [8], [4], [6], [9], [10].)

In this paper, detailed information on the structure of Mod X2 is exploited

to solve the Teichmüller fixed point problem in that case. In a similar vein,

the cases corresponding to «-punctured surfaces of any genus g > 1 and

1 < n < 4 are also solved. In the course of this latter proof, we obtain a new

proof and an extension of a result on the torsion freeness of certain braid

groups [3].

2. Let T be a finitely-generated Fuchsian group of the first kind so that T

has a presentation of the form:

Generators: ax, bx, . . ., ag, bg, ex, e2, . . . , er, px, .. ., p,,

(1) % r        t

Relations: e? = 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , r), \\ [ar b¡] H ek ü P, = 1.
j=\ k=\      /=1

T then has signature (g; mx, . . . , mr; t). We will use the special notation Tg „

to denote a group of signature (g;—; n).
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The Teichmüller modular group of T, Mod T, is the quotient of 3I(T),

where 3t(T) is the group of all type- and orientation-preserving automor-

phisms of T, by the inner automorphism of T. (See, for example, [6] for

definitions and, in particular, for the isomorphism with the mapping-class

group of the corresponding surface.) In particular, recall that Mod Tg , is

isomorphic to the mapping class group of the r-punctured surface of genus g.

Let r(r) denote the Teichmüller space of T.

3. Mod r20 contains a normal subgroup of order 2 with quotient isomor-

phic to Mod T where T has signature (0; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2; 0) [2], [6]. Now

Mod T is isomorphic to Mod T06 (see, e.g., [6]). We first collect some facts

that will be needed about Mod ro6.

A presentation of Mod T06 on five generators ax, a2, a3, a4, a5 is given in

[7]. From this presentation the following are immediate:

(a) Mod T06/[Mod r06, Mod T06] is cyclic of order 10,

(b) t = a2a3a4a5 has order 5,

(c) t G [Mod r0>6, Mod r06].

In [6], it is proved that there are three elements of orders 4, 5, 6, respec-

tively, in Mod T06, such that every element of finite order in Mod T06 is

conjugate to a power of one of them. Thus

(d) there are no elements of order 5 in [Mod ro6, Mod T06] by (b) and (c).

Theorem 1. All finite subgroups of Mod r20 are soluble.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that H Ç Mod T2 0 is a finite nonsoluble

subgroup. Let H denote its image in Mod T06 so that H is also nonsoluble.

By above, the only primes that can divide O(H) are 2, 3 and 5. Let

A = H/H n [Mod r0i6, Mod TM] so that O(A)\\0 by (a). By (d), only_the

primes 2, 3 can divide 0(H n [Mod T06, Mod T06]) so that H_c\

[Mod T06, Mod T06] is soluble by Burnside's theorem. This implies H is

soluble. This contradiction completes the proof.

From the results quoted in §1, follows

Corollary. Every finite subgroup of Mod T20 has a fixed point in 7'(r20).

4. Before dealing with the Teichmüller fixed point problem for punctured

surfaces, we prove an auxiliary result in greater generality than is immediately

required, as its corollary may be of independent interest.

Consider Tgn where n > 1, g > 1. Recall that since each <i> G 9t(Tg „) is

type- and orientation-preserving, <£(/>,) = t¡p¿(¡)t¡~i where /' h-> <b(i) is a

permutation of the suffixes, /, G T and T has parabolic generators

px,p2, ■ . . ,p„ as in (1). For 0 < t < n, define

3t(rg,„)(= {* g 2i(rgj|<KA.) = wr1 for i - 1, 2, . . ., /}

and (Mod Tgn), its image in Mod Tgn. Let K be the normal closure in Tgn of

pt+x, ■ ■ ■ ,p„ so that (¡I) G 2l(rg„), induces an automorphism of Tgn/K.

Provided that, when g = \, t > \, T   /K is isomorphic to a Fuchsian group
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rg>, with signature ( g; —; r). Thus there is an induced mapping

■n: (Mod ri>B),-» Mod r,,.

Theorem 2. 77te° kernel of it is torsion-free.

Proof. Let <¡> E (Mod Tgn)t have finite order. Thus <i> can be realised

conformally and there is an exact sequence

i-r..-ir^<*>->i

where T is a Fuchsian group. Without loss we can assume that / is inclusion

and that <b(y) = Y2"i"V,2~1 where X(y2) = <j> [6]. Since <j> E (Mod Tgn)r K is

normal in T, where K is defined above.

Fill in the punctures of U/T corresponding to the elements pt+l, . . . ,pn

to obtain a Riemann surface S with distinguished points Zr+,,..., Zn such

that S - {Zl+X, . . . ,Zn) is conformally equivalent to U/T . Now let ^:

U-* S be the universal covering of S and set U0 = U - ip~'{Z,+1, . . . , Z„}.

The conformai equivalence then lifts to give a conformai map a: U/K -» UQ.

Via o, each element of T acts on U0 and so can be extended to U since U0 is

t/, the upper half-plane, with a countable discrete set of punctures. We thus

obtain a mapping /x: r -» I", a Fuchsian group, with kernel of ju, = K and the

image of Tgn isomorphic to Tgl. Thus there is an exact sequence

and so 0(77(0)) = O(^). Thus the kernel of tr is torsion-free.

Corollary. Let Bn(M) and Fn(M) denote the n-string and pure n-string

braid groups of M, respectively (see, e.g., [1]). Then Bn(Xg) for g >

2, F„(Xg \ {m points}) for g > 1, m > 1 are torsion-free.

Proof. In the case t = 0, the Nielsen isomorphism identifies Mod T n and

Mod Tg0 with the mapping-class groups of the «-punctured surfaces of genus

g > 2 and the compact surfaces of genus g > 2, respectively. Using the

results of Birman [1], the kernel of it is then isomorphic to Bn(X), g > 2.

From the same results one has that the pure mapping-class groups of X \ {n

points} and Xg\{t points}, t > \,g> 1, are isomorphic to subgroups of

(Mod rg„), and Mod Tgl, respectively, and that the kernel of 77 is then

isomorphic to F„_x(Xg \ {t points}).

The torsion-freeness of Bn(Xg), g > 2, was first proved in [3].

5. The Teichmüller fixed point problem for «-punctured surfaces where

1 < « < 4 and g > 1 is now considered. The following result was proved in a

slightly different context in [5, p. 310].

Theorem 3. Every finite subgroup of Mod T , is cyclic.

Theorem 4. Every finite subgroup of Mod r where g > 1 and 1 < « < 4

is soluble.
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Proof. Let H C Mod Tgn be finite. Now (Mod r )„ is a normal sub-

group of Mod r with quotient isomorphic to the symmetric group on n

letters. Since

h n (Mod rgi„)nç h n (Mod rg>„),= hx,

H is soluble if and only if Hx is soluble. But under the mapping tr.

(Mod r ), -» Mod r p Hx is mapped isomorphically onto a subgroup of

Mod r | by Theorem 2. Thus by  Theorem 3, Hx is soluble.

Corollary. Every finite subgroup of Mod Tgn has a fixed point in T(T )

for g > 1, 1 < n < 4.
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